CASTELLO DI MONTALTO

Driving Directions

For those who use satellite navigators
our GPS coordinates are as follows:
Expressed in degrees: 43°22'10.4" N, 11°32'49.5" E
Expressed in decimals: North 43.369722, East 11.547111
If your navigator asks for an address indicate:
Castelnuovo Berardenga (town) and Castello di Montalto.

Specific step-by-step directions if coming from North or from South:
If you are coming from the North
(Milan, Bologna, Venice):
> Take the autoroute A-1 going towards
Florence and Rome; leave at the
Firenze-Impruneta exit, and take the
road on the right toward Siena (if you
are already in Florence, ask for the
"raccordo per Siena").
> When you reach Siena, do not enter
the town but go around it following the
signs for Arezzo-Perugia.
> Drive past the Castelnuovo Berardenga
exit without leaving the main road.
Then take the Colonna del Grillo exit
and follow the signs for Bucine.
> After about 3 km you will find on your
left a sign to Montalto. Drive 3.2 km to
the end of the road (of which the last
2.5 km are unpaved) where we will be
expecting you at the Castle.

If you are coming from the South
(Rome, Naples):
> Take the autoroute A-1 going towards
Florence.
> Leave at the Valdichiana exit, turn right
and follow the signs for Siena.
> Drive for about 30 km, then (shortly
after passing the Rapolano T. exit) take
the exit for Colonna del Grillo and
follow the signs for Bucine.
> After about 3 km you will find on your
left a sign to Montalto. Drive 3.2 km to
the end of the road (of which the last
2.5 km are unpaved) where we will be
expecting you at the Castle.

Call us at +39.0577.1912126 if you have any problem along your way.
NOTE: Check-in time is between 4 and 7 pm; please let us know in advance
if you need to arrive after 7 pm so that we can make arrangements to receive
you after hours.
Please print this page and keep it for reference along your journey.

